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● The ArieI S叩are Fou「 is the onlγ t「uiγ Originai Bngine design to go into
mass p「OdりCtion in a British factory.

● lt was designed by Edward TumeしWho had been taken on by Arie=n
1927, aS a 500cc overhead cam sports moto「.
● The p「ototype wa§ §hoeho「ned into a lightweight frame which, COmbined

With its compact con§t「uCtion and thre(トSpeed gealbox in剛直made it

Ve 「川VeIγ.
● P「oductio出ationaiisation saw a §ePalate fouト§peed gealbox and a
he∂vyweight frame and cγCie parts; the sports image was sljpping:

● The 500 lasted three γearS. being superseded by a 600cc ve「sion in

1933 aimed at the sidecar market.

C」ASSIC MECHANICS

● ln 1935 Edward Tu「[e「 「edesigned the Square Fou青making i=nto a ful1
1,000 and abandoning the ove「head camshaf白n favour of simpIer, Cheaper
Pu§hrod vaive actuation.

● A 600cc ve「§ion was made fol ∂ Short pefrod just befo「e the war.
● As it had deveioped. the Squale Four engiれe had put on weight, and Vai

Page was put to woJk to make it lighter.
● The new un干しW軸crankcases and cyIinder head in Iight a=oy, Went On

show in 1948.
● Last of請e iine was the 46 Mk2, int「odu評d in I953; its mo§t nOti臓∂bIe
featu「e was a fouトpipe exhaust sYStem.

● A= A「ie=ouトSt10ke production c∂me to an end in Augus=959.
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l on either side ofthe central flywheel and

between it and the crank cheeks. Each
race is housed in an intemally ground
CuP and is clamped in position by a big
bearing cap, Which also encIoses the
geared flywheels and forms an inner
COmPartment Of the crank case.

This construction necessitates the use
Of a pair of built‑uP Shafts; eaCh shaft

COnSists of a main chrome nickel steel
forging embodying one crank pin, One

Crank cheek, and the main shaft. To the
Shaft are keyed a flywheel (having on its

Periphery ground teeth of a special fom
developed for the puIPOSe) and the
SeCOnd crank cheek and pin.

From the originaI technical descriptions。

The cranks on each shaft are set at
180O, and the two shafts are geared
together so that the pistons which are
diagonally opposed, are in the same

POSition relative to the stroke. There is,
therefore, a Very Slight couple on each
Shaft, but this is compensated to some
extent by balanced crank cheeks.

When it is stated that each piston
COmPlete with gudgeon pin and rings
Weighs only 3oz it will be realised that
the secondary out‑Of‑balance forces are
Slight. In coI可unction with inherent

St珊1eSS Of construction this arrangement

PrOVides a very smoo血and vibrationless

engine, Which in this respect should be
SuPerior to the average four‑Cylinder
Car englne.

On the near side of the rear crankshaft
is an auxiliary flywheel and shaft

mounted in a large ball race and
extended t血ough the crankcase to carry

a sprocket within血e oil‑bath primary

Chain case.

EncIosed within the flywheel casing is
the two‑tO‑One gear, Which drives a lay‑
Sh細extending to the off side of the

For a Maudes rrophy attempt a 1931 500cc Square Four underwent a
kickstarting fes上rhe seven boys attempted fo start fhe engine seven

times each ‑ On/y once did /t faiI

engine. On the outer end are mounted
two sprockets to drive the camshaft and

Magdyno, and in the centre is a worm
gear to drive the twin‑gear‑tyPe Oil

□ UNCONVENTIONAL in design, but

Wheelbase. At the same time there is

thoroughly sound in conception and

COnStruCtion, the new fourcylinder Ariel

ample draught‑SPaCe between each
Cylinder.

Carries an engine of outstanding interest.

The four cylinders are placed

PumPS. Both distribution chains are
SPring‑tenSioned, and therefore need no
a句ustment.

Each connecting rod is a chrome
nickel steel forging with a full roller big‑

A蝕I technical description would

Vertically in an exact square, and are set

OCCuPy many PageS, SO it remains to

at 4挽n from centre to centre. Cast in a

end bearing which is interchangeable and
replaceable, though the bearing area is so

COVer the salient features in as concise a

block, the cooling fins extend
longitudinally from front to back, With a

great that there should be no need for
replacement over very long periods.

manner as is possible.
In principle the design is unusual, in
that the four‑Cylinder unit is composed of
two vertical twins having separate two‑
throw crankshafts set across the frame,
but geared together by means of the

Clear passage between the two outside
Pairs.

The small ends are lined with bronze
bushes and a fully floating gudgeon pin

Of %in diameter holds the connecting rod

A total capacity of497cc is provided

to the

Y

alloy pistons. Fu11y skirted

by the four cylinders, Which have bores

Centrally disposed flywheels. This

Pistons with two拓in rings are

and strokes of5l x 61mm. The head

empIoyed. A compression ratio of 6.5 to

COnStruCtion, With its overhung cranks,

Pemits the use of roller‑bearing big ends,

CaSting, Which is attached by eight studs,
incorporates all four heads and the inlet

an important feature for an engine which

and exhaust manifolds.

l is provided by the pentroof heads, in
Which are disposed two vertical valves of
29/32in throat diameter.

has exceeded 9,000巾m on the bench.
The d珊culty of cooling and housing a

A single overhead camshaft, Chain‑
driven, With spring chain‑tenSioners

In order to prevent wear, the valve

guides are made very long and

fourin‑1ine engine has led to this

under Weller patents, OPerateS all eight

unorthodox design, but the result is so

Valves and carries an ignition distributor

SPeCial chilled cast iron, and in the case

COmPaCt that the engine can be, and in

at one end.

Of an experimental engine are still in

fact is, housed in the standard Ariel

To provide a clear description it will

Substantial. They are constructed of a

frame, emPIoying transmission, Wheels,

be best to begin at the lower end ofthe

good condition after 24,000 miles of
road work.

etc・, identical with those of the ordinary

engine. Two large double‑PurPOSe ball
races support each crankshaft. They lie

Seat

model, and without modification to the
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One spring retums each valve to its
and in order to prevent oil leakage
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777e 600cc version, aS /t appeared /n a 1934 factory photo.
down the stem the usual hardened‑Steel
Valve‑Stem CaP is arranged to bear on the

落盤豊霊霊議・霊詰at
Lying across the frame and parallel to

More than once the opinion has been

modification has been necessary to the

expressed that the maintenance of a

base casting, and this has had the e能面

Sma11 four must be di鉦cult; but

of simplifying and cleaning up the design

accessibility has been studied on the

to a very considerable extenし

Ariel. All four plugs can be reached with
ease. A11 eight cylinder bolts are

All the oil is carried in a special base

reasonably placed. The rocker box cover

chamber instead of in a separate tank,
With the result that a single‑Plunger

The rockers are mounted on fu11y floating

can be removed after slackening four
thumb nuts, and there is plenty of room

the camshaft, is su綿cient to maintain oil

hardened‑Steel pins.

to do the work. After removal ofthe

circulation. As before, Oil is delivered to

head bolts the upper sprocket of the
camshaft drive may be drawn by a
special extractor provided in the kit, and
the cylinder head may then be removed.

血e chamber which encIoses血e geared

the crankshafts, the overhead camshaft is
almost encIosed in a tunnel, OPenings
being provided only for the rocker heels.

Lying behind the crankcase, and cast
wi血it, is an oil tank with a capacity of

Well over half a gallon. From it oil is
drawn by a gear pump血rough a filter.

There are three points of delivery ‑

The sprocket cannot fall, aS it is held

PumP, driven from an eccentric on

flywheels and overflows to troughs into
Which the big‑end dips.

A separate lead is provided for the
CamShaft, and surplus oil drains by

through a pressure valve to the camshaft
tunnel and pressure gauge, and through a

in position by a special false bush, and it

Similar adjustable pressure valve to the

position of the single key fixing. Placed

鮒ter on the delivery side which is

flywheel casing.

quickly detachable for cleaning purposes.

excess drains‑back to a sump below the

at the end of the camshaft, the ignition
distributor is easily reached, and the
contact‑breaker is to be found in the

crank case. When the oil in the flywheel

usual place on血e Lucas Magdyno. This

CaSe reaChes a predetermined level it
OVerflows to sma11 troughs directly below

instrument, by the way, is mounted on
top of the oil tank behind the engine,
where it is well clear of obstructions.

temperature. A dip‑・Stick is provided to

As before mentioned, the engine fits
into the standard Ariel frame, and the

ProVided with an improved and more
accessible mounting which is common to

by a second and larger gear pump. A

complete machine weighs almost exactly
the same as the overhead‑Valve single‑

normally fitted with hand control, though

Simple breather communicates with the

Cylinder model.

Each cam.dips in a trough of oil, and

each big end, and a dipper on each
COnneCting rod distributes it throughout

the engine. The oil which drains to the
SumP is鮒tered and retumed to the tank

Primary chain case.

On either side of the head casting, and

cannot be replaced wrongly owing to the

Though this machine will not, in a11
PrObability, become available to the

CaSt With it, is an exhaust branch

Public before December, it should be

COnneCting the two ports on each side

and facing forward. These branches are

emphasised that it is not an experiment.
It has been undergoing development tests

libera11y finned above and below, and

for many months, both on血e bench and

PrOVide a very neat appearance. Cast

gravity to the sump. There is a suction
filter in the base and a special Tecalemit

The ball valve of the pump is equally
accessible, and it is claimed that the new
SyStem maintains the oil at a lower
check the oil level.

The four‑SPeed Burman gear box is

a11 the larger Ariel models, and is
a new foot change mechanism, tO be
described, Can be obtained as an extra.
In the exhaust system, Which
incorporates tubular silencers with spiral
ba鮒es, a Change has been made, for the

two exhaust pipes are connected by a
CrOSS‑tube just in front of the rear wheel.

on血e road. It has been handled by the

This has the eifect of reducing noise and

With the head, also is the inlet manifold,

Staff of 77!e MotoJ. C),Cle in various

Of cruciform arrangement.

stages of development and in its final

back‑PreSSure, and evening up the
exhaust note as a whole.

The carburettor faces forward, and the

foml; and from血is experience it can be

The combined effect of these

truthfully said that the machine presents

modifications is to reduce the weight of

血at there is an equal distance to each

a most attractive and practical

the machine by 251b, the wheelbase by

inlet valve. The arrangement of the

PrOPOS ition.

l光in, and to inprove the road‑holding

Pipe leads to the centre of the cross, SO

junction at the centre has been the

Subject of considerable experiment to
ensure the distribution of an equal weight
Of gas to each cylinder.

CLASSIC MECHANiCS

and steering to a marked degree.

600cc changes
口In order to accommodate the four‑

Cylinder engine in血is frame, SOme

Although the 597cc engine (56 x 61mm)
is standardised, the 500cc model
is available to special order.
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normal car practice, eXCePt that all

1′叩距

joumals are hardened there is a plain
White‑metalled bearing on the timing side
Of each shaft, and a large ro11er bearing

On the drive side. Outside these roller
bearings are gear wheels, having a
SPeCial tooth formation, by which the

P∪欄間

Shafts are coupled together. In each gear
Wheel is a pressed‑in fibre disc to prevent
̀̀ring

, and on the outer side of the rear

Shaft gear wheel is a second roller race
to take the pu11 of the primary drive.

ENGINES

The shafts are in static and rotational
balance, and the balance weights on each
Outer Crank cheek are dove+tailed on to
the web so that the fixing bolts are
relieved of centrifugal loading. A組ange

On eaCh centre web carries a steel

From the originaI technicai description。

flywheel of 6%in diameter, the two
flywheels being offset so that they can
OVerlap without fouling.

These flywheels are machined all over,
and form

steadies,, for the centre of the

Shafts, and may, in a sense, be regarded
as centre bearings.

Each shaft is drilled for lubrication
PurPOSeS, the drillings being arranged to
reduce the centrifugal force on the oil

SuPPly as much as possible. Oil feeds
from these drillings lead to the inside
(i.e., the side nearest the crankshaft
Centre) of each big‑end bearing.

Hiduminium RR56 1ight a11oy
COmeCting rods are empIoyed, and this
material forms an admirable bearing on
hardened steeL It has, however, been

decided that, to facilitate replacements, a
lining is desirable, therefore a bronze
77?e 1939 600cc pushrod varianトit did not survive fhe war

bush is empIoyed in the small end, and
the big end is lined direct wi血white

metal. The big ends are of l%in
口FEW engines of unorthodox design
have achieved such definite and welし
merited success as the 600cc

Squariel

.

The nick‑name itself shows how firmly it
has become established in the world of

motor cycles. Now there is to be a
l,000cc edition, nOt tO rePlace, but to be
COmPlementary to, the

six‑hundred

.

Diiferent, yet Obviously from血e board

Of the same designer, the newcomer has
been laid out with a view to

an

that of a single cylinder overhead‑Valve
engine from the same factory.
It is easy to write enthusiastically of
this model, Since a road test of an

lシ16in dianeter, and are designed to

The perfomance claim can be
and the many thousands of trouble」uee

P蹄SSure rings and one oil‑COntrOl ring

are empIoyed; they are coupled to the
Small end by ho11ow gudgeon pins of

Yet it is important to remember that
the engine is designed for reliability and
incidental. The engine is not

Substantiated on any production model,

hotted

,

and has a compression ratio of only 5.8
to l, While the fuel consumption at an
average speed of about 40mph is said to
be 55mpg.

In endeavouring to obtain a mental

no less than two inches between the
a句acent bores, SO that there is ample air

SPace, jlnd the fiming is generous. The
SWePt VOlume of each cylinder is
249.25cc (bore 65mm, StrOke 75mm),

AIso cast in one piece, the cylinder

not think of four two‑fifties crammed on

head block is held down by twelve studs,

to one crankcase, for though that is in
fact true, yet the arrangement is so neat
that, eVen With adequate air space

used for each pair of cylinders.

OVe rStated.

and the whole machine, With full road
equipment, Weighs only 4101b ‑ a mOdest

but little bigger than the

six‑hundred

been made to improve production, but in

figure for a fully equipped ̀̀thousand

every case silence, reliability and ease of
maintenance have been considered, and
it is stated, quite definitely, that the

The technical description which
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All four cylinders are cast in one
block, and fom a very rigid unic there is

giving a total capacity of 997cc.

between the cylinders, the engine appears

Cylinder head may be removed and
replaced at least as easily and quickly as

eliminate slap.

Picture of the new Ariel, the reader must

road and bench tests more than hint that
the claims for reliability are not

Many ofthe changes in design have

run

motorisし

Of attention.

to lOOmph on top gear is at least
adequate, and most people will be
Satisfied with an engine which, it is
Claimed, needs no attention for lO,000
miles, and no more than an occasional
top overhaul in 40,000 miles.

event of a big‑end seizure, it would be
POSSible to get home wi血a

bearing. Full skirted pistons carrying two

SmOO血ruming, and血e speed is

These are the words of the

Only.020in thick, SO血at in the unlikely

experimental machine, during last
Summer, Showed silence, SmOOthness,
SPeed and acceleration of an order
Seldom contemplated by the average

adequate performance with a minimum

designer, but surely a perfomance of lO

diameter, and the white metal lining is

,

.

follows will show with what care the

details as well as the main design have
been worked ouし

The two two‑throw crankshafts follow

a separate coppeトaSbestos gasket being

Each head is of pent‑rOOf formation,
With vertica11y disposed valves of l %in

POrt diameter set well apart. Combined
With the head casting is a star‑Shaped
induction manifold of rectangular section
leading to a flange joint in the centre of
the casting.

By this means it is possible to empIoy
induction pipes of the same length and
angle from the central supply pipe, and

distribution should be ideal. The passages

CLASSIC MECHANiCS

gear box, and thus lubricates the chain.

The main crank comecting gears ‑ Which,

The larger oil pump drains the sump,
drawing through a創ter of a large area,

and retums the oil to the tank. It is

騒露羅露溺

Four exhaust pipes and an a/′oy engine ‑ fhe 4GMk2 (1956).

are arranged so that the incoming gas
remainder of血e induction pipe,

end, and a bronze bush at the end remote
from the drive, the camshaft carries eight
CamS Of smooth contour, and though the

including the stub to which the cartype

Seat PreSSure Of the two concentric valve

Solex carburettor is attached, is cast with
the lower part of the valve encIosing
COVer, and is bolted to the head casting.

SPrmgS IS nO mOre than 561b, it is said
that no signs of valve bounce can be
detected at speeds up to 6,250xpm.

SWeePS血e points of the 14mm plugs. The

The two exhaust manifolds are
SeParate from血e head casting, and

bolted thereto. By瓜is means the head is

kept much cooler血an would be the case

The camshaft itself lies parallel to but
above and between the crankshafts and is
chain‑driven from the rear crankshaft.

The drive is triangular, Since it

emphasised that this is a true pressure
SyStem, aS OPPOSed to a controlled‑flow

type, and that at 3,500rpm the
Circulation is at the rate of 12 gallons per
hour.

It is impossible to detail every
refinement which has been incoaporated
in this engine, but, aS instancing the care
Which has been taken to simplify

maintenance, tWO Small points are

WOrthy of mention. First the two halves
Of the vertically divided crank case are
dowelled at each end to ensure absolute
accuracy in erection, and secondly, the

big‑end bolts are marked with a line
COrreSPOnding to the split pin hole, SO
that the position is always obvious even
When the hole is covered by the

CaStellations of the nuL These big‑end
bolts are works of art. They are made
from high tensile nickel‑Chrome steel

hardened and tempered. The heads are

Wi血integral castings. The two exhaust

embraces the Magdyno sprocket; it is

eccentric to prevent the bolt from
tuming, and the usual step and flat in the

Pipes discharge into a common silencer,
thus producing an even and continuous
exhaust note.

SPring‑loaded by a Weller tensioner, and

COmeCting rod is avoided. Since the

therefore requires no adjustment. The

bolts are empIoyed to locate the two
halves of the big end, they are reduced in

In the new engine the valves are

OPerated by short duralumin push‑rOds
through straight overhead rockers, the
Pivots of which are pressure‑lubricated
ftom the main oil system.

The push‑rOds are situated between the

Magdyno is set at an angle behind the
Cylinder block, and allows a free flow of
air between the cylinders.

Driven from the end of the camshaft

diameter, eXCePt Where required as
guides, and the guide surfaces are
繍Ound

are two plunger pumps, the smaller of

Apart from the engine血e new

Which draws the oil from the %‑gallon

l ,000cc Ariel cIosely resembles the
600cc model. The frame has been

tank through an armoured flexible pipe,

front and back pairs of cylinders, eaCh

and through a gauze鮒ter. The oil is then

Stiffened‑uP Wi血tapered and butted

Pair of rods being encIosed in a steel
tube.

fed through a cast‑in gallery pipe to both

tubes, and a two‑bolt front engine fixing

timing‑Side main bearings, and through

is empIoyed. In addition, the chain line

The tappets, again in pairs, are Ca重Tied

in specia=ight‑ alloy ̀guide blocks

the crankshafts to the big ends. A further

has been increased to enable a 4in rear

lead through a smal」bore pipe goes to

tyre to be used (as standard) on the rear
wheeL

血e overhead‑rOCker shafts, the surplus

Clamped to血e under side of the cylinder

draining back to血e crankcase ̀高a血e

CaSting. Each tappet has a base of

PuSh‑rOd encIosing tubes and血e tappet

rectangular section working in a sIot to

guide blocks.

PreVent rotation and having a curved foot
directly actuated by血e cam.

Running in a ball bearing at its driven

CLASSIC MECHANICS

Although it is not considered desirable

Set tO maintain a pressure of 601b in血e

at the moment to discIose the maximum
brake horse power of the engine, it may
be said that it is greater than that of an
up‑tOdate overhead‑Valve car engine of

SyStem, and discharges into血e timing‑

rather larger capacity.

A release valve止血e gallery pipe is
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﹁ ぎ ⁝ , く 予 告 { 封 長 引 置 白 話 聾 者 留 吉 ‑

by the way, have carefully ground teeth ‑
are lubricated by a constant level bath
SuPPlied from the crankcase.

